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ABSTRACT
LANE HARRISON. The role of emotion in visualization. (Under the direction of
DR. AIDONG LU)
The popular notion that emotion and reason are incompatible is no longer defensi-
ble. Recent research in psychology and cognitive science has established emotion as
a key element in numerous aspects of perception and cognition, including attention,
memory, decision-making, risk perception, and creativity. This dissertation centers
around the observation that emotion influences many aspects of perception and cog-
nition that are crucial for effective visualization.
First, I demonstrate that emotion influences accuracy in fundamental visualiza-
tion tasks by combining a classic graphical perception experiment (from Cleveland
and McGill) with emotion induction procedures from psychology (chapter 3). Next,
I expand on the experiments in the first chapter to explore additional techniques
for studying emotion and visualization, resulting in an experiment that shows that
performance differences between primed individuals persist even as task difficulty in-
creases (chapter 4). In a separate experiment, I show how certain emotional states
(i.e. frustration and engagement) can be inferred from visualization interaction logs
using machine learning (chapter 5). I then discuss a model for individual cognitive dif-
ferences in visualization, which situates emotion into existing individual differences
research in visualization (chapter 6). Finally, I propose an preliminary model for
emotion in visualization (chapter 7).
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION: EMOTION AND VISUALIZATION
Visual reasoning involves many cognitive processes including memory, attention,
learning, creativity, decision-making, and problem-solving [21, 27, 32, 43]. Yet re-
search in psychology has found that short-term changes in emotion influence many of
these same cognitive processes [38, 54, 39]. While researchers have begun to identify
key factors that influence cognition (e.g. emotion and personality traits), the impact
that such factors have on a user’s ability to perceive and reason with information
remains largely unexplored.
Emotion, typically referred to as affect in psychology, is often defined by values
along two dimensions: valence (positive or negative feelings) and arousal (the in-
tensity of those feelings). To study the impact of affect on various cognitive tasks,
many studies in psychology involve manipulating valence and/or arousal via emo-
tional stimuli. This technique of inducing emotion in human participants is referred
to as affective priming.
Affect has been shown to influence both low-level cognitive abilities (attention,
memory) [4, 113] as well as high-level abilities (creativity, decision-making, problem-
solving) [7, 12, 66]. Research in visualization has identified a close relationship be-
tween a user’s cognitive abilities with their ability to perceive and understand in-
formation in visualizations [21, 27], which suggests that there might a relationship
between affect and visual judgment.
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To determine whether emotion impacts basic visual judgment (e.g. comparing bars
in a bar chart), I designed the experiment presented in chapter 3. This experiment
replicates a classic visualization study and adds affective priming techniques (using
stories) to induce either positive or negative emotion in the participants during the
visualization tasks. The results of this experiment indicate that emotion can signifi-
cantly impact low-level, fundamental visualization tasks.
The experiments in chapter 3 also raised new questions, such as whether alternate
priming techniques could be used, if the chart tasks themselves induced an emotional
change in participants, and how resilient the prime was to task difficulty. I conducted
additional experiments to address these questions, described in chapter 4. These
experiments show that a) images are also suitable primes for visualization tasks,
b) that chart tasks themselves can cause a change in emotional response, and c)
that increasing task difficulty leads to a large performance difference between primed
groups.
Another line of experiments explores whether emotion is reflected in visualization
interaction patterns (chapter 5). Participants first completed several tasks using a
visualization tool. Next, they specified at what points during the tasks they became
noticeably frustrated by viewing a recording of their face and screen during the tasks.
Afterwards, we used the annotated data along with machine learning techniques to
build a model for frustration. Moments of frustration or engagement were detected
with approximately 70% accuracy.
Next, to provide necessary context for how emotion fits into the existing individual
differences research in visualization, I discuss a model that describes individual cogni-
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tive differences in visualization in three dimensions: cognitive traits, cognitive states,
and experience/bias (chapter 6). Specifically, emotion is a cognitive state, which is
different than cognitive traits (e.g. personality traits) and any experience or biases
a user may have. Yet all of these aspects can impact how a user performs with any
given visualization.
To conclude, I leverage the results of the previous chapters to propose a preliminary
model for emotion in visualization. I also discuss how emotion may relate to existing
perceptual and cognitive models in visualization. This model lays the groundwork for
future experiments in order to better establish the role of emotion in visualization.
CHAPTER 2: RELATED WORK
2.1 Affect and Cognition
There is a large body of research on affect and its influence on various cognitive
processes. These processes include attention, memory, creativity, problem-solving,
and decision-making [7, 38, 54, 113, 114]. Early literature in this area focused on
behavioral studies, but has recently been supplemented by studies which have identi-
fied the neurological factors related to emotion and cognition [114]. Here, we discuss
research as it relates to the cognitive processes used in visualization.
Several studies have explored the relationship between emotion and attention [82,
114], and specifically how attention relates to visual processes [113]. These studies
show that when affective priming precedes cognitive tasks, the effect of the prime is
carried over and influences attention regulation [82, 90]. Positive priming is usually
linked to better performance [96], but there is also evidence that negative priming
can produce desirable behavior [39] such as increased caution in decisions involving
risk. For a discussion on possible neurological factors and other attention regulation
processes, see Vuilleumier and Huang [114].
In addition to impacting attention, emotion has been shown to play a role in
memory [56]. Studies show that emotion can have a significant impact on long-term
recall [7], as well as influence working memory [4, 59]. Recent research also shows
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that negative affect can support memory of details, while positive affect increases
working memory performance and supports memory of the “big picture” of situations
[4, 59]. Another experiment found that anxiety (which falls under negative affect)
can disrupt visuospatial working memory, leaving verbal working memory intact [101].
The experiment described in chapter 3 is partially based on these prior findings, and
applies the same text-based affective priming techniques as presented by Goeritz and
Verheyen [41, 111].
Judgment (or decision-making) is defined as the process by which one assesses
future outcomes and examines various alternatives, typically through cost-benefit
analysis [8]. Emotion is a significant component in decision-making, as each possi-
ble outcome is associated with emotional consequences [8, 69]. In fact, emotion is
so strongly linked to decision-making that persons who are perceptually and cogni-
tively normal, except for an inability to experience emotions, are incapable of making
even basic decisions [30]. Other studies have shown that affect also plays a role in
planning and risk perception [12, 69]. The observation that emotion impacts higher
level cognitive process motivates the experiment described in chapter 5: If emotion
influences how we plan and make decisions, are we able to infer emotional state from
visualization interaction logs, which reflect decision making and planning?
Positive emotions have been shown to support creativity and open-ended reason-
ing [38]. A recent crowdsourced experiment from the HCI community showed that
positive priming (using images) increased the quality of ideas generated on a range
of tasks requiring creativity [66]. These results were used to make design suggestions
for creativity-support software. Positive emotion is also linked to better performance
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in creative and general problem-solving [38, 54, 55].
In general, positive emotions lead to better cognitive performance, and negative
emotions (with some exceptions) lead to decreased performance. Yet we currently do
not know to what extent affect can impact visualization use and performance. Hence
the motivation for the experiment in chapter 3: to prime participants with positive
or negative affect and to measure their performance on visual judgment tasks.
As indicated earlier, emotion is typically defined along two axes: valence and
arousal. These emotions are mapped to varying levels of arousal and valence in
[97], and the corresponding two-dimensional diagram is shown in figure 1.
Figure 1: Relative positions of common emotions on valence and arousal scales [97].
In psychology research, several methods have been developed for measuring valence
(positive/negative feelings) and arousal (the strength of the feelings). Some of these
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include physiological sensors, face-video processing, and neurological sensors [65, 84].
Physiological sensors excel at detecting arousal, but less so at valence [83]. Given
the current limitations of physiological sensors, the most widely used and validated
method for reporting affect is the survey/self-report, especially for assessing immedi-
ate emotion (as opposed to, for instance, emotion experienced a week prior) [83]. The
Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) scale, shown in Figure 2, has been successfully used
in crowdsourced experiments on affective priming and creativity in HCI by Lewis et
al. [66]. Based on these results, we also use SAM in our experiments.
2.2 Affective Computing
The area of affective computing seeks to equip computer systems with means to
recognize and respond to human emotion. Affective computing techniques are cur-
rently used in virtual humans and intelligent tutoring systems [13]. The implications
of emotions when interacting with such systems, however, are different than the im-
plications of emotions when an analyst interacts with a visual analytics system.
Much work has been done in the affective computing community regarding how
best to extract and track a user’s affective state when interacting with a computer.
Many of these techniques require expensive physiological sensors, such as a modified
mouse and keyboards that measure pressure, or computationally expensive facial im-
age processing techniques [83]. This kind of equipment may not always be available
in visual analytics contexts, but interaction logs can be easily implemented, collected,
and analyzed. Therefore, it is important to explore how much of the analysts’ rea-
soning and mental processes can be captured by visualization interaction logs (which
8
Figure 2: The 9-point Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) scale for measuring valence
(top) and arousal (bottom) [63].
is the focus of the experiment in chapter 5).
2.3 Graphical Perception
Graphical perception is a fundamental component of visualization, and is the sub-
ject of several recent experiments [47, 53]. The results from these studies have been
used extensively in both the development of automatic presentation systems [71] and
as a basis for visualization design principles [10].
Recently, Heer and Bostock replicated and extended a portion of Cleveland and
McGill’s experiments [47] on various chart types using AMT (see Figure 3). The rank-
ings obtained in their crowdsourced studies were similar to Cleveland and McGill’s
rankings. These results validated AMT as a viable, scalable platform for visualization
research.
Hullman et al. also leverage AMT and revise Heer and Bostock’s graphical percep-
tion experiment [53] to explore the impact of social information on visual judgment.
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Cleveland & McGill's Results
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
Log Error
Crowdsourced Results
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
Log Error
Figure 3: Cleveland and McGill’s results and Heer and Bostock crowdsourced repli-
cation (from [47]).
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Their results suggest that visual judgment can be influenced by adding social infor-
mation, which has implications in collaborative and social visualization environments.
Similarly, in the following chapter, we show that some of the most fundamental graph-
ical perception tasks can be influenced by emotion.
CHAPTER 3: EMOTION INFLUENCES VISUAL JUDGMENT
Cleveland and McGill’s seminal results [25] serve as a basis for this graphical per-
ception experiment, as they have been replicated and extended by Heer and Bostock
[47] as well as adapted to study the effect of social information on visual judgments
by Hullman et al. [53]. Specifically, we follow Cleveland and McGill’s experiments
which compare user accuracy with various position-length chart types (see Figure 1).
We also extend their work by building on both recent crowdsourced graphical per-
ception studies [47, 53] and affective priming studies [66, 41] to examine how emotion
influences visual judgment [45].
This experiment combines affective priming techniques with visual judgment tasks
using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT hereafter). We initially performed two pi-
lot studies to verify our study design, emotional stimuli, and emotion-measurement
metrics. For our main experiment, we recruited 963 participants to be either nega-
tively or positively primed and to complete several visual judgment tasks similar to
those found in Cleveland and McGill [25], Heer and Bostock [47], and Hullman et al.
[53]. Our results indicate that affective priming influenced the visual judgments of
participants, and that positive priming improved accuracy.
This experiment makes a number of contributions to our understanding of how
emotion, a fundamental component of human cognition, relates to graphical percep-
tion, a fundamental component of visualization:
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• First, we present experimental evidence demonstrating that affective priming
can significantly influence visual judgment accuracy.
• Second, we corroborate these findings with related research in cognitive psy-
chology and discuss how changes in affect arise in visualization contexts.
• Finally, we describe several cases in which these results can be used to help
choose effective visualizations for different audiences and contexts.
To avoid confusion, we note a caveat about the use of the word perception in graphi-
cal perception studies. In these studies, participants must not only identify (perceive)
the graphical elements (bars, pie slices), but also make judgments on the proportion
of one element to another. Since these judgments involve attention, working memory,
and mental translation/manipulation, they are cognitive in nature. One recent study
uses the term “visual judgment”, which we adopt here [53]. Throughout this section,
we refer to graphical perception studies which involve visual judgments.
3.1 Experiment Design
There are several key differences between existing techniques for research in af-
fective priming and graphical perception that render their integration non-trivial.
For example, affective priming studies are often between-subjects, since both the
exact duration of a prime and the interactions between subsequent negative and pos-
itive primes is uncertain [48]. In contrast, graphical perception studies are typically
within-subjects and require participants to interact with multiple charts, making par-
ticipation time longer [47]. Given the intrinsic differences between these two types of
studies, we discuss how we altered previous graphical perception experiment design
13
Output:
Experiment Design
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V5
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V8
Figure 4: In our main experiment, participants were given either negative or positive
text-based emotional-stimuli and completed visual judgment tasks with one of the
eight chart types.
to be more suitable for affective priming. Figure 4 shows an overview of the resulting
study design and procedure.
3.1.1 Charts
Several previous studies on graphical perception included 10 datasets and allowed
participants to work with all datasets and chart types. As our first task was to adapt
a graphical perception study for affective priming, we found the length of previous
studies to be a concern. The longer the study, the more risk of losing a successful
prime [48].
To address this, we first reduced the number of randomly-generated test datasets
from 10 to 5. We ensured that the proportions of the marked elements that partici-
pants were to judge were similar to Cleveland and McGill’s study, with ratios ranging
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from 13% to 85%. Furthermore, we also restrict our participants to working with
one chart type and priming condition, making our study a between-subjects design.
Similar to traditional priming experiments, a between-subjects design is necessary
since it ensures that no participants see the priming stimulus more than once and
become accustomed to it.
In Heer and Bostock’s study, some charts have 5 graphical elements1, such as pie
charts, while some include 10, such as bar charts, stacked bar charts, and treemaps.
We sought to have even amounts of data elements in each chart. Therefore, all of
our charts consisted of 5 graphical elements, with the exception of the stacked-bar
chart. The stacked bar chart contains two columns, so including only 5 elements
would create an uneven number of elements in each column (e.g. 3 in one bar and 2
in the other), possibly leading to confusion. To create an even chart, we increased
the number of elements in the stacked-bar to 10.
There are more length-based and rectangular charts in Heer and Bostock’s study
(shown in Figure 3). Also, the pie charts used in both Cleveland and McGill’s as
well as Heer and Bostock’s study are unordered and do not start at 0 degrees, which
may affect accuracy. To create a more even representation of length, angle, and
area judgments, we reduce the number of stacked bar cases from three to one, and
include an additional pie chart that is both ordered and starts at 0 degrees. We also
include a bar chart with bars running horizontally instead of vertically, to test for a
possible connection between chart orientation and embodied cognition based on work
1A graphical element is a component of a visualization. For example, a slice in a pie chart or a
bar in a bar chart.
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Figure 5: The charts used in our crowdsourced experiment.
by Ziemkiewicz and Kosara [122]. An example of each the 8 charts we use is shown
in Figure 5.
3.1.2 Affect Measurement
We chose the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) scale for testing the valence and
arousal of the participant. The SAM scale is widely used in psychology, in part be-
cause graphical depictions of emotion are cross-cultural [63, 66]. Unlike other surveys
such as the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS), SAM uses graphical
depictions of emotions, which are both cross-cultural and take less time to complete
[105]. This makes SAM a widely used tool in psychology and HCI research, especially
for studies that use the AMT platform, which often involves international participants
[66, 72].
Figure 2 shows the images used in SAM. Selections can be made in between the
figures, for a total of 9 possible choices. Our work is primarily concerned with the
effect of valence. However, we also collect arousal scores to ensure that only valence
16
is affected by the stimuli.
3.1.3 Affect Stimuli
Several methods have been introduced for priming participants with positive or
negative affect. Common methods include images, text (stories), videos, sounds,
word-association tasks, and combinations thereof. Such methods are commonly re-
ferred to as Mood-Induction Procedures (MIPs). We chose text-based stories as our
MIPs for several reasons.
First, verbal memory is separate from visual memory [101]. This separation is
important for visual judgment tasks because using text-based stimuli helps ensure
that there is no interaction or interference between the priming section of the study
and the visual judgment part. Another reason is that using stories makes it easier
to hide the true nature of a study. Whereas graphic images are often an obvious cue
of trying to elicit an emotional response, stories can be more subtle2. Finally, we
believe that emotional stimuli similar to our text-based MIPs are more likely to be
encountered by users than the more graphic images and videos used in other studies
[41].
For our main experiment, we evaluated several short stories found in the New York
Times website for their emotional content. The stories were carefully selected to
be relatively short (around 800 words) to ensure that participants could complete
the study in a reasonable amount of time. Additionally, stories had to contain con-
tent that would be considered negative or positive by participants with divergent
2In chapter 4, we devised an image tagging task, which is a common Turker task, to test image
priming.
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cultural/ethnic backgrounds. In the end, we chose two stories from the New York
Times, one negative story describing hospice care, and one positive story about the
kindness of strangers.
To validate that these stories elicit the desired affective response from the par-
ticipants, we ran a pilot study on AMT with n = 40 participants. To help ensure
that the reported valence and arousal was not an effect of satisficing (i.e. participants
trying to submit the answers they think the experimenters want), participants were
only given the SAM as a post test in this pilot study. Satisficing was less of a concern
in the full study because the stories were already determined (via the pilot) to induce
the desired primes.
After accepting the task, participants read the story, with instructions to pay at-
tention to the overall story more than the details. After the reading was complete (we
made no time restrictions), they were asked a verification question (multiple choice)
about the overall content of the story. The story was hidden during the verification
questions. Next, they were given the SAM as a post-test. Finally, they were invited
to share any additional comments about the story.
The results of the story validation showed a significant difference between the
positive and negative groups for valence for both stories (p < .05). We also checked
for significant differences in arousal, since having one story that produced low arousal
and one that produced high arousal could be a confounding factor in the experiment
[4]. However, no significant difference was found between stories for arousal (p > .05).
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3.2 Pilot
In another pilot study, we tested text-based affective priming with Cleveland and
McGill’s position-angle experiment, which compared performance between bar charts
and pie charts. The goal of this experiment was to determine whether to use raw
valence scores or change in reported valence. Change in reported valence in the
intended positive or negative direction is the same measure used in other affective
priming studies [41, 111]. However, other studies have grouped participants by raw
valence scores [66]. For instance, on our 9-point SAM scale, anyone below a 4 would be
considered negatively primed, and anyone above a 7 would be considered positively
primed. Alternately, if a participant reported a positive change in emotion, they
would be in the positive group (and vice-versa).
After running the pilot and analyzing participants’ performance, we found that
performance on both charts was affected when the reported pre- and post-valence
scores were changed in the intended direction (post > pre for positive, and post < pre
for negative).
In this work, we call such a change as a “successful” prime. Based on this pilot,
we formed the hypothesis that successful affective priming will significantly influence
error in visual judgment across all chart types.
Below we will describe the experiment used to test this hypothesis. In general, we
incorporate text-based affective priming techniques and follow Cleveland and McGill’s
study on graphical perception and Heer and Bostock’s recreation of the study on
AMT. In the following section, we discuss the changes we made to these studies to
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better suit them for affective priming.
3.3 Experiment
To validate our hypothesis that affect influences accuracy in graphical perception,
we conducted a large-scale experiment using AMT. We chose to follow Heer and Bo-
stock’s crowdsourced replication of Cleveland and McGill’s seminal study on graphical
perception [25, 47], making necessary changes to effectively incorporate affective prim-
ing, as described in the study design. We verified the effectiveness of our emotional
stimuli and determined that change in valence should be examined through two pilot
studies.
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT) is a service that allows workers to complete
various web-based tasks in exchange for micro payments. It has been used for several
graphical perception studies [47, 53], as well as studies exploring other cognitive
aspects of visualization [121]. Another recent work used AMT as a platform for
exploring affective priming and creativity [66].
3.3.1 Participants
We recruited 963 participants through AMT. It took a approximately five days to
gather all responses.
Our study used a total of eight charts with the two priming groups (positive/negative).
This resulted in a total of 16 groups (V1-Positive, V1-Negative, V2-Positive, etc.).
It is well-documented that positive priming is more difficult to obtain than negative
[41]. Therefore, we assigned more participants to the positive groups, to increase the
number of successfully positively primed participants. Participants were randomly
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assigned to a priming group (with a 1/3 chance of being in the negative group, and
2/3 chance of being in the positive group) and randomly assigned to a chart group
(charts shown in Figure 4).
The task was advertised on AMT as involving reading a story and answering sev-
eral short questions afterwards. The task description did not reveal that we would
be measuring mood or working with charts. Although we used stories found in news-
papers, participants were instructed that they could quit the task at any time if they
found the material offensive. After completing the study, participants were initially
paid $0.20, which was later increased to $0.35 to speed completion time.
3.3.2 Procedure
After a participant has been assigned to a chart type and priming group, the
participant was first given the SAM scale as a pre-test to record their valence and
arousal. Next, participants were given the positive or negative story to read with
the instructions that “the overall story is more important than the details”. After
reading was complete, participants were asked a simple verification question regarding
the content of the story (the story was hidden at this point). Next, participants began
the visual judgment tasks.
Each of the five tasks (all being the same chart type: bar, pie, or one of the others
in Figure 5) were presented in random order. Recall that the datasets for each chart
were generated in the same manner as Cleveland and McGill’s and other graphical
perception studies. Participants were instructed to make quick but accurate visual
judgments, and to avoid using any outside tools. Similar to Heer and Bostock’s study,
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participants were asked the following two questions about the charts: First, “Which
of the two (A or B) is SMALLER?” followed by “What percentage is the SMALLER
of the LARGER?”.
After the visual judgment tasks were completed, participants were given the SAM
again as a post-test. The SAM was given after the judgment tasks to ensure that the
prime lasted through the duration of the visual judgement tasks. Finally, they were
invited to submit any additional comments about the task.
3.4 Results
Our study adhered to a between-subjects design, since participants were given a
single chart and priming combination. We excluded participants who incorrectly
answered the story verification question, as well as those who either failed to answer
or put the same answer for multiple questions (e.g. putting 50% for each judgment).
In total, 299 of the 963 participants were removed, which is consistent with prior
findings of error rates in AMT studies (see Bernstein et al. [9]).
Following previous graphical perception studies of Cleveland and McGill, Heer and
Bostock, and Hullman et al., we use the midmeans of log absolute errors (MLAEs)
using the following formula:
log2(|judged percent− true percent|+ .125) (1)
Similarly, we also follow these studies in using bootstrapping to calculate the mean
confidence intervals for each chart and priming combination. The resulting confidence
intervals are shown in Figures 6 and 8.
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Figure 6: Results for all participants.
We divide our analysis into two cases, the first including all participants in the
negative and positive groups, and the other including only participants who were
successfully primed in the intended direction. The implications of each of these cases
will be explored further in the discussion.
3.4.0.1 Case 1: All participants
This case includes every participant: 359 in the positive group and 305 in the
negative group. Each chart and priming group has an average of 41 participants.
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This analysis consists of 3320 individual judgments.
For each chart in the graphical perception section, two data items were collected:
which chart was perceived as smaller, and a number representing the percentage the
smaller was of the larger (between 0 and 100). For each of these judgments, we
compute the MLAEs using the formula mentioned previously. We then compute the
mean error and 95% confidence intervals for each chart and priming type.
The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 6. Following Hullman et al.
[53], we also take the results for all charts in each priming group together, including
all chart error scores for each participant in the negative- and positive- primed groups.
A t-test on these groups3 was not significant t(662) = 1.8318, p = .067, This is not
surprising because the difference between positive (M = 3.00, SD = 1.39) and negative
(M = 3.20, SD = 1.475) is only 0.2, which is a small difference in error.
Recall that in our pilot study, we explored two common metrics for defining negative
and positive groups. One approach divides groups based on raw valence scores, and
the other on whether the change in pre- to post- valence scores occur in the intended
direction [41, 111]. The results of the pilot study found a possible influence for
change in valence on visual judgment. Based on these results, we include the change
in valence metric in our second case.
3An unpaired t-test, corrected for multiple groups and two comparisons (requiring p < 0.025).
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Figure 8: Results for successfully primed participants.
3.4.0.2 Case 2: Successfully primed participants
In this case we include those who were succesfully primed in the intended negative
or positive direction. Specifically, we include those whose post-valence is higher than
pre-valence for the positive group, and vice-versa for the negative group. This resulted
in 87 participants in the positive condition and 120 in the negative condition for
a total of n = 197. There was an average of 13 participants for a single chart
and priming condition (out of 16 total possible combinations). Each participant
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Figure 9: Total means for successfully primed participants.
made judgments on 5 charts. Therefore, this analysis consists of approximately 985
individual judgments.
As before, we compute the MLAEs for each judgment and combine these to produce
a mean errors and confidence intervals for each chart and priming condition. The
results of these calculations are shown in Figure 8.
We then compare positive error with negative error using a t-test. This yields a
significant effect for error t(205) = 3.1560, p = .0018, with error in the negative group
being higher than that of the positive group. The lowest error appeared in the positive
group (M = 2.42, SD = 1.47), meaning participants in the positive group performed
better on visual judgment tasks than those in the negative group (M = 3.05, SD =
1.49). These results are consistent with our hypothesis that affective priming can
impact visual judgment performance in participants who report a change in valence
scores.
An interesting finding is that it appears that positive priming tends to improve
performance, rather than negative priming decreasing performance. We see this by
comparing the data in Figures 7 and 9. It appears that, on average across all charts,
negative priming stays about the same. To test this, we compare the successfully
primed positive group (M = 2.42, SD = 1.47) against all positively primed participants
(M = 3.00, SD = 1.39). Doing so, we see a significant effect for error t(444) =
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3.5634, p < .001, with the successfully-primed participants having significantly lower
error than the total positive group. This supports the notion that positive priming
can improve visual judgment accuracy.
Other interesting findings can be seen by looking at the individual difference in
charts in the Figure 6. Following Cleveland and McGill as well as Heer and Bostock,
rather than test each chart pair for significant differences, we will simply discuss the
relative rankings between charts and the effects of affective priming in the following
section.
3.5 Discussion
Consistent with past research on the impact of affect and low level cognitive pro-
cesses [82, 96], we found that affective priming also influences performance on vi-
sual judgment tasks involving several chart types commonly used in visualization
[25, 47, 53]. Furthermore, as much research on affect has focused on the relation-
ship between positive affect and increased cognitive performance [54, 55, 96], we also
found that successful positive priming yielded significantly better visual judgment
performance.
There are many ways in which the affect might impact performance. Given the low-
level nature of the visual judgment tasks described in our experiment (the perception
of larger/smaller elements and the estimation of the difference in their sizes) we find it
useful to focus on low-level cognitive processes such as attention and working memory,
which can be enhanced by priming positive affect [113, 4, 59].
While positive affect might improve these processes partly through higher overall
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engagement and alertness [96], it is also likely that different moods place observers
in states that are better or worse for given tasks. For instance, positive moods can
expand the scope of the conceptual ‘spotlight’, in creativity tasks where observers
must generate new uses for tools [66], identify words that form compounds with an
arbitrary set of other words [96], or solutions to anagrams [103].
But positive moods can also expand the scope of the perceptual spotlight of atten-
tion [34]. They encourage an observer to process a larger spatial area of the world
in a single glance [96, 40], relative to negative or anxious moods that constrict this
spatial area [35]. These effects are often demonstrated by asking observers to make
a decision about a small spatial area (e.g. discriminate a letter at the center of a
screen), and showing that incompatible information within the broader spatial area
(e.g., another letter that tempts the ‘wrong’ answer) interferes more after positive
mood priming than after negative or anxious mood priming.
Work from the perceptual psychology literature also suggests that some visual op-
erations are more efficient under a broad spatial scope. These include determining the
distance between two objects [16], deciding whether two objects are visually similar
[37], or extracting statistical summary information (about e.g., size or orientation)
from a collection of objects [23]. In contrast, a more narrow spatial scope may be
necessary for processing spatial relations between objects [16, 37] or accessing fine
details [82].
These differences in the perceptual scope of attention might serve as a mediating
factor that causes mood to impact perceptual performance. A broad scope of atten-
tion might be beneficial for tasks where relevant information is more spatially distant,
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such as a bar chart with a non-adjacent comparison (v2). Unordered pie charts (v5,
v6), which are positively impacted even in the experiment case with all participants
(Figure 5), may similarly benefit from larger perceptual scope.
Mood may also impact perceptual performance via altering the performance of
visual working memory. Visual working memory capacity may be highly influenced
by the scope of information that an observer attempts to encode at once. Attempting
to encode a large number of objects at once may lead to lossy encoding of each item,
in contrast to attempts to encode a smaller number of objects at once with more
precise encodings [112]. Changing mood might change perceptual scope, which could
in turn alter the balance between the capacity and level of detail of visual memories
for previously seen information. Depending on the visual task, information about
more objects (but lossier) or information about fewer objects (but more detailed)
might be more beneficial to observer performance.
Finally, in examining Figure 7, we can consider the trend where some charts appear
to be less impacted by the affective primes - specifically treemaps (v8), bubble charts
(v7), and stacked bar charts (v4). One possible reason for this stability effect is that
the difficulty of these charts increases cognitive effort, which Hullman et al. suggests
may lead participants to think about their decisions more carefully [52]. Specifically,
both the treemaps and the bubble charts do not have axes, which Heer and Bostock
discuss as a possible difficulty for users [47]. Also, the stacked bar charts used more
graphical elements than the other charts, which Hollands and Spence found to increase
cognitive effort [50].
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3.5.1 Comparison to Previous Graphical Perception Studies
Our results preserve the general ranking from Heer and Bostock’s study. However,
equivalent charts in Heer and Bostock’s study have lower error, despite the fact that
we mimic their chart types and data-generation methods closely. We have identi-
fied possible reasons for this global increase in error, which can inform future work
involving priming and graphical perception.
First, our tasks were longer than previous studies. In Heer and Bostock study
[47] as well as Hullman et al. [53], each chart was given as an individual task. This
means users could complete each tasks at will, rather than as part of one task. In
contrast, due to our use of affective priming, our stories and charts had to be given
together in one task. Additionally, Heer and Bostock as well as Hullman et al. make
use of qualification tasks to verify and train participants for the chart-perception
tasks. Qualification tasks serve two main functions: to ensure participants accurately
follow instructions and to briefly train participants on the tasks. However, we omit a
qualification since it would reveal the nature of the experiment and extend the study
length. Future experiments could explore how to effectively incorporate additional
quality assurance methods into crowdsourced priming experiments, perhaps based on
those discussed by Mason and Suri [72].
Learning effects could also account for better performance in Cleveland and McGill
as well as Heer and Bostock. In Cleveland and McGill’s experiment, each participant
was given 50 tasks (10 charts and 5 datasets) as opposed to our 5, so some amount
of learning is possible. Heer and Bostock also used a training task, the purpose of
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which is to help participants learn how to work with each chart type. This may have
impacted the participant’s abilities in performing visual judgments.
3.5.2 Comments on Affective Priming Studies
It is worth noting that the stories we used as emotional primes came from everyday
newspapers. We followed this restriction in order to create a prime that is more
common in everyday life. Similarly, we did not pursue images as a priming technique,
since images that tend to produce strong changes in valence are both less common
and tend to cause a significant change in arousal, which can be a confounding factor
in affective priming studies [114]. Based on the results of this study, which has shown
that common affective primes can significantly impact visual judgment, we believe
that alternate priming techniques could be evaluated in future work as a means to
further explore the relationship between emotion, cognition, and visualization.
In our pilot study, we found that although it is easier to prime people with negative
affect, more benefits are gained from positive priming. However, because the average
pre-valence across both groups was between 6 and 7, it was more difficult to obtain a
positive delta in valence. This finding is corroborated by previous studies which have
noted that most people begin in a slightly positive state, and that more even results
can be obtained by assigning more participants to the positive priming group [111].
3.6 Implications
We have found that affect influences visual judgment, and that positive priming
increases visual judgment performance. Based on these results, we discuss some
possible implications regarding visualization design and evaluation.
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One specific design implication comes from our finding that non-adjacent compar-
isons appear to be both less accurate and more influenced by affective priming in
both the all-participants and successfully-primed participants case. Therefore, when
designing interactive visualizations where emotion can be a factor, designers should
ensure the user should be able to interactively change a non-adjacent comparison
situation to an adjacent comparison situation or to use other interactions or views to
better support non-adjacent comparisons.
Other implications are more broad. For instance, as visualizations become more
common in everyday life, care must be taken to ensure that information is commu-
nicated accurately for a variety of audiences and contexts. In general, we note that
designers have no control over the possible priming-effects users experience before
encountering a visualization. It is possible that a user could be primed positively or
negatively through a variety of means, such as stories read in a newspaper or inter-
actions with coworkers. Since the results of our study suggest that positive priming
improves visual judgment accuracy, future research could explore how to integrate
positive priming into design.
On the other hand, visualization tool design often includes knowledge about the
environments in which users interact with the system. For instance, a user in a
disaster-response setting may be more subject to negative priming, whereas a user in
gaming may be more subject to positive priming. Such information can be used to
assess the probability of negative or positive emotions and their subsequent impact
on cognitive processes. One approach designers could follow is that of Lewis et al.
[66], who suggest that embedded images and other interface design elements could
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help manage affect in software systems.
Another possible situation is where strongly-emotional content is unavoidable, such
as visualizations dealing with data that has strong potential for unintentional affective
priming. For example, a study by Elting et al. [33] compared visualization formats for
communicating clinical trial risk. In clinical trials, a significant difference in error can
often mean a number of lives lost (or saved). Other common high-stress areas where
visualization has been used include criminal investigation, finance (high risk), and
disease control. Given the complex nature of the decisions made in these situations,
we believe that it is necessary to investigate the relationship between visualization,
emotion, higher-level cognitive processes.
3.7 Limitations and Experiment Summary
While positive priming is generally associated with better cognitive performance,
negative priming can also impact higher-level cognitive processes. An example a
recent study by Livingston et al. which found that negative content had more impact
than positive content on a user’s subsequent review of a game [68]. While positive
priming can be used to positively influence perceptual accuracy, it is possible that
the residual effects of positive emotions may negatively influence a higher-level task.
We have described a crowdsourced experiment in which affective priming is used
to influence low-level visual judgment performance. Our results suggest that affective
priming significantly influences visual judgments, and that positive priming increases
accuracy.
CHAPTER 4: EMOTION INFLUENCES VISUAL JUDGMENT (II)
The experiments in chapter 3 showed that inducing emotion can impact perfor-
mance on Cleveland and McGill’s classic graphical perception task [25], but these
experiments are just a first step, and they raised several new questions:
• Do the chart tasks themselves induce an emotional change in participants?
• Could alternate priming techniques be used and do they produce the same effect
as stories?
• Do the performance differences from priming hold as task difficulty increases?
In this chapter I describe additional experiments that address these questions. The
first experiment tests whether chart tasks induce an emotional change by having
participants report their emotional state and perform chart tasks, but without any
priming task in between. The second experiment evaluates image-based priming on
a chart task. This chart task is similar to those in chapter 3, but with a low and high
difficulty condition.
In short, these experiments show that a) chart tasks themselves can cause a change
in emotional response, b) images are also suitable primes for visualization tasks, and
c) increasing task difficulty leads to a large performance difference between primed
groups.
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While these experiments may seem as somewhat incremental improvements over
those in chapter 3, they serve an important purpose by replicating the main result
of chapter 3 (that positively primed participants perform better), by exploring alter-
nate methods of studying emotion and visualization, and by evaluating more difficult
tasks, which helps us better understand how emotion might play a role in everyday
visualization use.
4.1 Experiment Design
The general design for the two experiments in this chapter is the same, except that
the first experiment includes no priming task, and the second experiment includes
image priming. They share the same chart types, the same number of chart tasks, and
the same emotion-measurement techniques. This section describes these components
of the two experiments together, before discussing the details of each experiment.
4.1.1 Charts
One of more interesting results of the experiments in chapter 3 is that adjacent bars
(v1) were less affected than non-adjacent bars (v2) (see Figure 11). In the discussion,
we identified emotion’s known impact on attentional scope as a possible explanation
for this effect. Namely, negative emotion has been shown to narrow attentional scope,
while positive emotion broadens it. Since the experiment in chapter 3 did not focus
on testing attentional scope from the start, it was necessary to design an experiment
that tests adjacent and non-adjacent bars specifically.
In the previous experiment, the adjacent bar condition kept the bars the par-
ticipants had to judge (target bars) next to each other, and the non-adjacent bar
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Figure 10: Barchart styles used in these experiments. Top: adjacent condition; Bot-
tom 20-40 non-adjacent condition.
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Figure 11: Adjacent bars were seemingly less affected than non-adjacent bars in the
previous experiment (chapter 3).
condition put at least one bar in between the target bars (as Cleveland and McGill
did in their original experiment). Additionally, all bar conditions in previous exper-
iments have had exactly five bars. Therefore, in order to test conditions with more
than three separating bars, the present experiment required an increase in the total
number of bars.
To explore the effect of various non-adjacent conditions, we conducted a pilot study.
Several non-adjacent conditions were created, which we refer to via two numbers
(e.g. 5-10). The first number is the number of bars that separate the target bars, and
the second number is the total number of bars in the chart. For example, referring
to a “5-10 non-adjacent” condition means that there were 10 total bars in the chart,
and that 5 bars separated the target bars (for examples, see Figure 10). In this pilot
study, we compared adjacent (0-10) to 1-10, 3-10, 5-10, 10-20, and 20-40 non-adjacent
conditions, for a total of 6 conditions. To accommodate a variety of screen sizes, we
chose 600 pixels as the maximum chart width.
As expected, we found the largest error difference between the adjacent (0-10) and
20-40 non-adjacent condition. We therefore chose to compare these two in the larger
experiments (no-priming and image-priming). Because the 20-40 task is noticeably
more difficult than the 0-10 task, we refer to them as having high and low difficulty,
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respectively.
Increasing task difficulty is a necessary step that will help us better determine
how emotion plays a role in everyday visual analysis. Additionally, since more diffi-
cult tasks demand more attention, increasing task difficulty also allows us to explore
whether the differences we see in negative and positively primed individuals is due to
emotion influencing their attentional-scope.
Because the experiments in this chapter require more statistical rigor, we also
increase the number of total judgments a participant made during the experiment.
In the experiment described in chapter 3, participants made only five visual judgments
after the priming task. Five was chosen as a lower limit to help ensure that a) a variety
of graphical element proportions were seen and b) successful emotional primes would
persist through the visual judgment tasks. Additional pilots with the story priming,
however, suggested that we can increase the number of visual judgment tasks to
twenty without seeing a significant decrease in prime effectiveness.
4.1.2 Affect Stimuli and Measurement
In the experiments described in chapter 3, stories from the New York Times were
used as priming material, in part because they allowed us to hide the nature of the
study better than more explicit emotion-inducing forms, such as images or audio.
Images have been used as priming material in other HCI studies [66, 77], and so we
found them to be a good fit for the present experiment.
Ten images (five negative, five positive) were selected from the International Affec-
tive Picture System (IAPS) database [64]. The IAPS provides users with hundreds
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of images that have been rated by a diverse set of people and verified as inducing the
desired emotional state. Because IAPS use requires that their pictures do not appear
in publications or be posted online for download, we do not display them here. Us-
ing the IAPS, we selected five images that were often rated negatively (e.g. disaster
scenes), and five often rated positively (e.g. smiling babies). During the experiment,
Turkers were asked to write a description of each image, to ensure that they paid
attention to its content. Image tagging tasks such as the ones used in our experiment
are very common on Mechanical Turk. This made it possible to avoid fully disclosing
the intention of the experiment until the debriefing.
For emotion measurement, we used the SAM scale [14], which was used in chapter
3, as well as other HCI studies [66].
4.2 Experiment: No Priming
To test whether the performing the chart tasks alone (with no priming task) can in-
duce an emotional response, we conducted an experiment using Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk (AMT) service.
4.2.1 Participants
We recruited 200 participants through AMT; it took approximately one day to
gather all responses. The task was advertised as “Answering questions about charts”,
and did not reveal that we would ask about participants’ emotional state. A complete
debriefing followed the task. Each participant was paid $0.50 for completing the
study, which was calculated by measuring the average time it took participants to
complete a pilot and adjusting to meet the US minimum wage. Since we had two chart
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conditions (adjacent and 20-40 non-adjacent), participants were randomly assigned
to a condition when the experiment began.
4.2.2 Procedure
After a participant was assigned to a chart type (adjacent or 20-40 non-adjacent),
they were first given the SAM scale as a pre-test to record their valence and arousal.
Next, participants were given detailed instructions for the chart task and asked
to complete a practice chart task. Participants were instructed to make quick but
accurate visual judgments, and to avoid using any outside tools. Upon successful
completion of the practice task, participants began the set of 20 chart questions. As
in previous studies, the datasets were generated in the same manner as Cleveland
and McGill’s experiment.
After the visual judgment tasks were completed, participants were given the SAM
again as a post-test. Finally, they were invited to submit any additional comments
about the task.
4.3 Results
Our study adhered to a between-subjects design, since participants were given a
single chart type. As before, we calculate judgment error using the midmeans of log
absolute errors (MLAEs). To control for outliers, participants were excluded if their
error or average task completion time exceeded three median-absolute deviations from
the median4.
Because we are concerned with whether the chart tasks produce an emotional
4This is similar to the three standard-deviations from the mean rule, but more robust to large
initial outliers.
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Figure 12: Distribution of emotional change in the control study. No priming was
used in this study. Participants indicated their emotional state on a scale, did 20
chart tasks, then indicated their emotional state again. These changes were found to
be an indicator of how accurate the participant was during the chart tasks.
change, we define three possible outcomes for the pre-test and post-test for valence.
Namely, we define a decrease in valence scores as negative, an increase in valence
scores as positive, and equal valence stores as neutral. The resulting distribution of
valence groups from this experiment is shown in Figure 12. This distribution suggests
that emotion can be induced from completing chart tasks. To investigate this effect
further, we turn our attention to the relationship between resulting valence groups
and error.
To analyze valence groups and error, we first separate participants by chart. This
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Figure 13: Error for different emotional-change groups in the control study. Partic-
ipants who reported a positive change in emotion performed better than those who
reported a neutral or negative change.
separation is necessary since we know that average error scores between charts is
different. Boxplots of errors for the two chart types and valence groups is shown in
Figure 13. Interestingly, the positive group performed best, followed by the neutral
group and the negative group. An ANOVA yields significant results for both adjacent
(p = 5.87e − 06) and 20-40 non-adjacent (p = 1.69e − 12). Following the ANOVA,
we perform a Tukey’s HSD for pairwise comparisons5. All comparisons between error
and valence group were statistically significant, except for neutral and negative in the
adjacent group.
5Tukey’s HSD is conservative with respect to uneven groups.
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4.4 Experiment: Image Priming
The purpose of this experiment was to test whether image priming produces the
same effect as story priming and whether this effect holds when task difficulty is
increased.
4.4.1 Participants
We recruited 450 participants through AMT; it took approximately three days to
gather all responses. The task was advertised as “Describing images and answering
visual questions”, and did not reveal that we would ask about participants’ emotional
state. A complete debriefing followed the task. Each participant was paid $0.70
for completing the study, which was calculated by measuring the average time it
took participants to complete a pilot and adjusting to meet the US minimum wage.
Since we had two chart conditions (adjacent and 20-40 non-adjacent), participants
were randomly assigned to a condition when the experiment began. Additionally,
participants were randomly assigned to a priming group (positive or negative).
4.4.2 Procedure
After a participant was assigned to a chart type (adjacent or 20-40 non-adjacent)
and priming group (positive or negative), they were first given the SAM scale as a
pre-test to record their valence and arousal.
Next, participants were asked to write a short description of five images. All
five images were selected to produce either a strong positive or negative emotional
response. After describing the images, participants immediately began the chart task,
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in order to better preserve any successful prime.
As in the control study, participants then were given detailed instructions for the
chart task and asked to complete a practice chart task. After the visual judgment
tasks were completed, participants were given the SAM again as a post-test, and
invited to submit any additional comments about the task.
4.5 Results
This experiment also adhered to a between-subjects design, since participants were
given a single chart type and priming group. As before, to control for outliers, par-
ticipants were excluded if their error or average task completion time exceeded three
median-absolute deviations from the median.
As in the no-priming study, we define three possible outcomes for the pre-test and
post-test for valence: positive, negative, and neutral. The resulting distribution of
valence groups from this experiment is shown in Figure 14. This distribution suggests
that the negative priming is easier to achieve than positive priming, similar to the
effect we saw in chapter 3 and in previous psychology research [111].
To analyze priming groups, valence groups, and error, we first separate participants
by chart, as we did in the previous experiment. Boxplots of errors for the two chart
types, priming groups, and valence groups is shown in Figure 15. As we saw in
chapter 3, the positive group tended to perform best, even accounting for the valence
group effect we saw in the no-priming experiment. An ANOVA yields significant
overall effect for error in both adjacent (p = 0.003301) and 20-40 non-adjacent (p =
4.54e−09) groups. However, the Tukey’s HSD shows that some of the comparisons in
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Figure 14: Distribution of emotional change and priming groups in the image-priming
study. As expected, there are many more negative primes in the negative group.
However, there are very few positive primes in the positive group, and numerous
neutral. This indicates a limitation of either the SAM scale or the effectiveness of the
priming material.
the adjacent group are not significant, particularly between the positive and negative
priming/valence groups (p = 0.9918565), yet the differences between these in the
20-40 non-adjacent group is strongly significant (p = 0.0000001).
4.6 Discussion and Conclusion
The results of these experiments help us address each of the questions posed at the
beginning of this chapter, so we discuss each in turn:
Do the chart tasks themselves induce an emotional change in participants? Yes.
The results of the no-priming experiment indicate that participants who perform
graphical perception tasks sometimes experience a change in emotional state. Further
analysis showed that the direction of the emotional change also relates to performance,
with the positive change group performing better than the neutral or negative groups.
This implies that future experiments in emotion and visualization should take the
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Figure 15: Error for different priming, emotional-change, and chart groups in the
image-priming study. The effect of the no-priming study holds, but there is an addi-
tional change between the positive and negative groups for the more difficult (twenty
separating bars) task.
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emotional impact of the visualization task into account, which we do in the image-
priming experiment in this chapter.
Could alternate priming techniques be used and do they produce the same effect as
stories? Yes. We found that images from the IAPS database [64] were suitable primes
for visualization tasks. Not only did they produce a similar performance impact as
stories, but they also :w shortened the amount of time it took participants to complete
the online experiment.
Do the performance differences from priming hold as task difficulty increases? Yes.
The results of the image-priming experiment mirror those of the story-priming experi-
ment of chapter 3 in that the adjacent bar condition was less affected by priming than
the non-adjacent bar condition. Increasing task difficulty is an necessary step towards
moving from controlled experiment style visualizations (like those of Cleveland and
McGill), to visualizations that better reflect real-world visualization use.
The experiments of this chapter answer several questions raised by chapter 3.
Charts tasks are shown to impact the reported emotional state of participants, which
reflects how accurate they were on the task. Images are found to be as effective as
stories for priming in visualization studies, which will allow for more cost-effective
studies in the future. Finally, experiment results show that more difficult chart tasks
are more influenced by priming, lending support to the hypothesis that positive emo-
tion broadens attentional scope. These lay the groundwork for future experiments
that explore the perceptual and cognitive processes involved in low-level visualization.
CHAPTER 5: EMOTION INFLUENCES INTERACTION
While human emotion has been shown to be an important component in decision
making [93], there has been little discussion regarding the dynamics of human emotion
in visual analytics. Recent work in visual analytics has explored the extent to which
information regarding analyst action and reasoning can be inferred from interaction.
However, these methods typically rely on humans instead of automatic extraction
techniques. We demonstrate that action-level visualization interactions serve as a
suitable predictor of user frustration and propose an automatic prediction method
that performs similarly across different users and datasets.
To address this, we conduct an experiment to collect data that accurately reflects
user emotion transitions and corresponding interaction sequences. This data is then
used to build Hidden Markov Models whose capabilities in predicting user frustration
from observed interaction sequences are tested accordingly. A discussion on the im-
plications of the model results and additional findings regarding human emotion and
frustration follow the experiment results.
5.1 Motivation and Contributions
The key to successful visual analytics lies within the analyst. However, analysts
are human, and humans are influenced by their emotions. Thus far, there has been
little discussion in the visual analytics community about the role of human emotion in
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decision making when using visual analytics systems. However, research in psychology
indicates that emotions serve as a strong influence, especially in critical analytical
situations [93]. Additionally, Pike et al. identified capturing user intent as a core
challenge for visual analytics systems [86]. Yi et al. define intent as “what a user wants
to achieve” [119]. However, an exploration sequence in which an analyst is frustrated
may reflect a different high-level reasoning process than one in which they are engaged
or interested. Coincidentally, human intent has been shown to be ambiguous and
difficult to discern in the absence of emotional intelligence [85]. Therefore, the ability
to detect emotions such as frustration could prove useful to visual analytics systems.
A goal of this experiment is to relate findings from psychology and affective com-
puting regarding emotions and decision-making to visual analytics. Previous work in
visual analytics has explored the extent to which high-level actions can be inferred
from analyst interaction [93, 17]. Other work investigated the abilities of novice users
to infer the reasoning strategies of expert analysts [31], and to assist expert analysts
in recalling their own reasoning processes [67]. Similarly, our work seeks to explore
the extent to which interaction logs can be used to infer the emotional state of ana-
lysts. In contrast to previous work, we propose a method of automatically predicting
engagement and frustration without the aid of human coders.
We hypothesize that human-to-visualization interaction patterns can be used to
infer and predict user frustration. For example, in human-to-human discourse, people
are often able to detect frustration in others by observing the way the others interact
with them. Similarly, in human-to-visualization discourse, we wish to see if a system
can make similar inferences. Complicating the problem is the fact that the system
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can only detect a limited number of the user’s actions, mainly through the keyboard,
mouse, and loggable actions in the interface. While other input devices can be used,
it is not practical to assume that such devices are available. Our work demonstrates
that by tracking basic visualization and interface interactions, a statistical model can
be built that effectively infers when a user is frustrated.
To accomplish this, we collect ground-truth data that contains visualization inter-
action logs and emotional state transition timelines. Then, we train Hidden Markov
Models using this data and evaluate their predictive capabilities using evaluation
methods from the machine learning community. We argue that predictive analytics
applied to user interaction may serve as a first step towards visual analytics systems
that can react intelligently to analyst’s actions.
The contributions of this experiment to the visual analytics community can be
summarized as follows:
• Demonstrating that interaction can be used to predict frustration in visualization-
specific interaction patterns.
• An automatic method for inferring and predicting frustration using visualization
interaction logs.
• Discussing the implications of emotion (and its impact on cognition) for visual
analytics.
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Figure 16: An overview of the visualization system participants used
5.2 Experiment
To build a predictive model of frustration, we first gathered ground-truth data
that accurately reflects the emotional state transitions and interaction sequences of
humans using a visualization system. Participants were asked to complete three to
four tasks using either the cereal or cars datasets that are widely used in visualization
research [120, 5].
The Self-Assessment Manikin test, discussed in the background section, was given
as a pre- and post- test to gauge the participant’s emotional state. Each participant
was randomly assigned to complete either the cereal or cars dataset tasks first. The
tasks were given in increasing difficulty, and consisted of objectives such as identifying
outliers or determining if a correlation exists between variables. More details on the
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Figure 17: The Self-Assessment Manikin test allows users to report their valence (top)
and arousal (bottom). [14]
tasks are given in 5.3.1.
While the participants were completing the tasks, several interaction events are
logged. These can be found in table 1.
Video recording was used to capture the participant’s face and screen to assist in
building an emotion transition timeline after all tasks are completed. Using these
emotion-transition timelines and interaction logs, we build a predictive model of user
frustration. The results of this model and the Self-Assessment Manikin test will be
discussed in the results section.
5.2.1 Hypotheses
For our experiment, we identified the following hypotheses to test:
• Frustration influences a user’s interaction patterns with a visualization system.
• A user’s affective state can be predicted from their interaction patterns.
• Within the experiment, interaction patterns that reflect emotional states are
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generalizable across users.
• Within the experiment, interaction patterns that reflect emotional states are
generalizable across the cereal and cars datasets.
5.2.2 Participants
We recruited 11 participants (4 female, 7 male) from visualization courses at our
university. Participants age ranged from 20 to 35+ (as indicated on a scale). Par-
ticipants were primarily computer science graduate students and most had taken at
least one visualization course.
5.3 Procedure
The primary purpose of this experiment was to collect ground-truth data that can
be used to build a predictive model. As such, the experiment can be divided into
two portions: that of task-completion to collect interaction data and that of video
mark-up to generate emotion transition timelines.
After participants completed consent and demographics forms, they were given an
overview of the visualization system (see Figure 17) during which all of the possible
interactions were explained. Additionally, participants were reminded about concepts
such as correlations and outliers to better prepare them for the tasks.
After the overview, the participants were given the task sheets to look over and
instructed to ask any questions they might have. Next, the participants were given
the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) test. Participants were asked to use the scales in
the SAM to report their perceived emotional state prior to performing the upcoming
tasks. The SAM was also given as a post test.
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Table 1: The ten interaction events logged by our system.
PC-Tooltip Mouse-over to display of detailed infor-
mation in parallel coordinates
SC-Tooltip Mouse-over to display of detailed infor-
mation in scatterplot
SC-Click Highlighting an item in the scatterplot
PC-Click Highlighting an item in parallel coor-
dinates
Change SC
Axes
Selecting new scatterplot axes
Change PC
Axes
Rearranging axes in parallel coordi-
nates
PC minbar
moved
Moving an upper parallel coordinates
slider
PC maxbar
moved
Moving an bottom parallel coordinates
slider
Opening
WorkSpace
Opening a new display
Closing
WorkSpace
Closing a display
To facilitate the participant’s focus on the questions, they were not asked to report
their emotional state during the tasks. When the participant finished the assigned
tasks, the investigator displayed the recording of the participants face and screen.
Then the investigator and the participant reviewed the videos simultaneously and
identified points at which the participant transitioned from engaged or interested to
frustrated or confused and vice versa. This process allowed us to build a timeline with
two main threads: the interaction sequences and corresponding emotional states.
5.3.1 Tasks
The cereal and cars datasets, both commonly used in the visualization community,
were used in this experiment. Furthermore, the tasks were designed to be presented
in increasing difficulty and vagueness, so as to increase the probability of frustration.
All tasks were designed to be completed in 5-15 minutes time. However, no time limit
was enforced. The tasks are as follows:
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Cars:
• In what year was the car with the highest MPG made?
• Is there a correlation between horsepower and displacement?
• What is the lightest car with the highest horsepower?
Cereal:
• What is the hot cereal with the highest fiber content?
• Is there a correlation between fat and calories?
• What manufacturer produces cereal with the highest average vitamin content?
• What manufacturer is most consistent in its nutritional content of its cereals?
5.3.2 Hidden Markov Models
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are used to statistically determine the probability
that a system is in a given state based only on observation sequences [91]. In the case
of our experiment, the user’s affective state is hidden and only the interactions with
the visualization system are observable.
Given training data containing an observation sequence O of length N (O0 =
0, O1 = 1, . . . , ON = N), and a state sequence S of length N (S0 = 0, S1 =
1, . . . , SN = N), we can calculate transition probabilities tran and emission prob-
abilities emis that represent the probability of transitioning from state-to-state and
of seeing a particular item of the observation possibilities for each state, respectively.
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Probabilities are also produced for starting states based on their frequency of occur-
rence.
After these are calculated, when we encounter data for which only the observations
are available and the states are hidden, we can use tran and emis along with the
Viterbi algorithm [91], to calculate the most probable state sequence for the observed
interaction sequence.
Given such a model, we can calculate predictive analytics metrics such as false-
positive, true-negative, sensitivity, recall, and other metrics. The resulting metrics of
our analysis and corresponding terminology definitions are given in the results section.
5.4 Results
The user study provided us with interaction logs for which each interaction event
has a corresponding affective state. Using part of this data for training and part for
testing, we trained Hidden Markov Models and tested their predictive capabilities on
data in which we remove the participants’ reported affective states. This was repeated
to test each one of our hypotheses.
Training produces a HMM with probabilities for states given observations (inter-
actions), for transitions between states, and for the initial state. The results are
reported in the form of predictive analytics metrics [1]. One user’s data was removed
from the study due to a miscommunication regarding experiment instructions.
The average number of interactions logged per participant was 547. The average
amount of interactions during which users reported being frustrated and engaged was
268 and 309, respectively. No correlation was found between number of transitions
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Table 2: Results of leave-one-out cross validation across users
Metric Cars Cereal
Accuracy 67.71% 67.56%
Error 32.29% 32.44%
Sensitivity 61.28% 56.89%
Specificity 75.23% 80.44%
Avg true-positive 189.1 161.8
Avg true-negative 198.9 189.6
Avg false-positive 65.5 46.1
Avg false-negative 119.5 122.6
and accuracy.
Sensitivity is defined as the number of positive states correctly identified as such.
For the purpose of this study, sensitivity denotes the classification rate of correctly
identifying a user as engaged or interested. Similarly, specificity is the number of
negative states correctly identified. In this study, specificity is equivalent to the
model’s rate of correctly identifying frustration.
5.4.1 Model accuracy across users
To evaluate the HMM across users, we used leave-one-out cross fold validation[1].
This evaluation method trains the HMM using K − 1 of the participants’ data and
tests the predictive capability of the HMM on the remaining data. This is repeated
K times, once for each participant. The entire procedure is repeated for each dataset.
The results indicate that the interactions logged (see table 1) can be used to infer
frustration or engagement across datasets with nearly 70% accuracy. Frustration was
more accurately inferred than engagement, with engagement being classified as low
as 57% and frustration as high as 80%. Refer to table 2 for additional results.
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Table 3: Results of cross validation across datasets
Metric Cars Cereal
Accuracy 67.28% 67.47%
Error 32.72% 32.53%
Sensitivity 60.82% 56.79%
Specificity 74.81% 80.36%
Avg true-positive 187.7 161.5
Avg true-negative 197.8 189.4
Avg false-positive 66.6 46.3
Avg false-negative 120.9 122.9
5.4.2 Model accuracy across different datasets
To evaluate the HMM across datasets, we trained the HMM using the data from
all users for the first dataset and evaluate the resulting HMM’s predictive capability
on each user’s data from the second dataset in turn. This procedure is repeated after
reversing the order of the datasets.
For predicting across datasets, the HMM performs at 67% for both the car and ce-
real datasets. Similar to the across-users evaluation, frustration was more accurately
determined than engagement. Table 3 shows additional results.
Figure 18: (Top) the predicted state transitions for a user and (bottom) the corre-
sponding actual state transitions (green is frustrated, blue is engaged). The accuracy
of these predictions was 70%
5.5 Discussion
We begin our discussion by addressing key questions based on our hypotheses:
Does frustration influence a user’s interaction patterns with a visualization system?
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Yes. Given the performance metrics in tables 2 and 3, we see that frustration
is statistically differentiable and predictable. To illustrate this, see Figure 19 that
visualizes a user’s entire interaction sequence along with their corresponding reported
states.
Can a user’s affective state be predicted from their interaction patterns?
Yes, but only about 70% of the time. The results indicate that, given an interaction
sequence, we can predict with whether a user is frustrated or engaged. Interestingly,
it was easier for the model to predict frustration than engagement, as shown by the
specificity and sensitivity results. Figure 18 compares the actual reported states to
the best-fit estimate the model produced. Note that the model tends to miss short
bursts of frustration, but seems to represent a smoothing of the actual states.
Are interaction patterns that reflect emotional states generalizable across users?
Yes. As it turns out, by leaving a user’s data out of the training set and then using
only their data for testing, the model tends to perform well. Note that, in figures 22
and 23, there are a few users for which the model does not perform well. However,
we did not find any indication that the number of transitions influenced accuracy.
Future work will explore additional reasons for why the model performed well on
some user/dataset combinations and poorly on others.
Figure 19: (Top) visualization of entire interaction sequence for a user and (bottom)
their corresponding reported states
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Figure 20: The (top) interaction sequence (middle) reported states and (bottom)
estimated states for the worst performer (11% accuracy).
Figure 21: The (top) interaction sequence (middle) reported states and (bottom)
estimated states one of the better performers (86% accuracy).
Are interaction patterns that reflect emotional states generalizable across datasets?
Yes. The results for predicting frustration across users and across datasets are
similar. A possible reason for this is that the tasks for each dataset were designed
to be similar. The first question asks the user to identify an extreme value, one asks
them to identify a possible correlation, and the other asks them to find an outlier. The
cereal dataset included one extra question to facilitate extra interaction. However,
this had little influence on the accuracy and average number of interactions.
In figures 20 and 21, we see the interaction sequences, reported states, and predicted
states of the worst and one of the most accurately predicted users. Both models were
trained on the cars data and tested on the cereal data. Interestingly, there seems to
be a discrepancy between a key interaction sequence change in the worst performer
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Figure 22: Accuracies for each participant across data (blue is cars, green is cereal)
and the point at which they become frustrated. In contrast, the better performer
seems to have indicated several transitions in their timeline. One insight we can draw
from this is that self-reporting is still not perfectly reliable. Also, since the model
would have done better to reverse all predictions for the worst performer, this may
indicate that an option to build personalized models would prove useful if emotional
intelligence is ever integrated into visual analytics systems.
To explore this further, if we train using the second-worst performer’s and test on
the worst performer’s data and vice versa, we get improvements of 11% to 89% and
48% to 53% accuracy, respectively. This finding raises the question that there could
be clusters of users who exhibit frustration in interfaces in different ways.
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Figure 23: Accuracies for each participant across users (blue is cars, green is cereal)
Some users indicated extra information when asked to report frustration. A few
participants indicated that the visualization display was confusing at times, that the
interaction was unresponsive (some had trouble highlighting specific lines in parallel
coordinates), or that they did not fully understand the tasks. Whether it is the
data, the interaction methods, or the visualization that causes the emotional change
is unknown and can be examined in future work. However, since the method of
discourse from a human to a visualization system is through interaction, it is possible
that no matter what the cause of the emotional change, it will be reflected in the
user’s interaction patterns.
We did not use the temporal relationships between events or information regarding
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what data is selected, but such information could help improve the accuracy of the
models. While many more interaction events could be used, zooming or filter events,
for instance, we are still able to achieve reasonable frustration detection results. Other
possible indicators of frustration in interaction logs will be explored in future work.
We expect that the use of more interaction possibilities and metrics will prove useful
in building more robust predictive systems.
5.6 Experiment Summary
We show that interaction sequences can be used to predict frustration in visual-
ization systems. To achieve this, we conducted an experiment in which participants
performed basic visualization tasks using linked parallel coordinates and scatterplot
displays while their interactions are logged and their face and screen are captured
in video files. After participants completed the tasks, they viewed the aformen-
tioned videos along with an investigator and created an emotion transition timeline.
Then the interaction logs and emotion timelines were used in training and evaluating
Hidden Markov Models. Predictive analytics metrics that show model performance
across users and datasets are reported along with other results relating frustration
and interaction.
CHAPTER 6: VISUALIZATION, EMOTION, AND COGNITIVE MODELS
The effects of individual differences on user interaction is a topic that has been
explored for the last 25 years in HCI. Recently, the importance of this subject has
been carried into the field of information visualization and consequently, there has
been a wide range of research conducted in this area. However, there has been no
consensus on which evaluation methods best answer the unique needs of informa-
tion visualization. We propose the ICD3 Model (Individual Cognitive Differences),
whereby individual differences are evaluated in 3 dimensions: cognitive traits, cog-
nitive states and experience/bias. Our proposed model systematically evaluates the
effects of users’ individual differences on information visualization and visual analyt-
ics, thereby responding to Yi’s [118] call for “creating a standardized measurement
tool for individual differences”.
6.1 Introduction
In recent years, strides have been made toward understanding the impact of in-
dividual differences on performance when interacting with visual analytics systems.
Research has shown that factors such as personality [42, 121], spatial ability [20],
biases [76, 123, 124] and emotional state [4, 38, 59, 82, 96, 101] impact a user’s per-
formance. Though progress is undeniable, a common limitation is that every cognitive
factor that affects visualization performance is not considered or properly controlled.
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For instance, studies that focus on personality factors alone do not consider how
differences in working memory, perceptual ability, and previous experience can also
affect visualization performance. Indeed, as stated by Yi in his position statement
in 2010, the visualization community has yet to employ a comprehensive and stan-
dardized model for measuring individual differences such that researchers can better
understand how factors in individual differences interact with each other and with
existing evaluation techniques [118].
We acknowledge that this work cannot solve all of the problems described above.
However we propose a first-step towards a solution by introducing the ICD3 Model
(Individual Cognitive Differences) - a 3-dimensional model that encompasses the cog-
nitive facets of individual indifferences. A necessary step in attempting to define a
model of individual cognitive differences was to seek an underlying structure of previ-
ous research by identifying which factors are dependent and which are independent of
one another. By surveying the existing literature, we propose that individual differ-
ences can be categorized into three orthogonal dimensions: cognitive traits, cognitive
states and experience/bias.
Cognitive traits are user characteristics that remain constant during interaction
with a visual analytic system. Factors such as personality, spatial visualization ability,
and perceptual speed are all examples of cognitive traits. These have been shown to
correlate with a user’s ability to interact with a visualization [21, 27, 42, 110, 121] and
can be generalized to predict the behavioral patterns of users with different cognitive
profiles.
Cognitive states, on the other hand, are the aspects of the user that may change dur-
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Figure 24: The ICD3 categorizes individual cognitive differences in three orthogonal
dimensions: Cognitive Traits, Cognitive States, and Experience/Bias
ing interaction and include situational and emotional states, among others. Research
has shown that a user’s performance can be altered by changes in their emotional
state [4, 38, 59, 82, 96, 101], and the importance of combining workload with perfor-
mance metrics has been noted for decades [51, 81, 117]. Although cognitive states
are difficult to measure because of their volatility, they provide important contextual
information about the factors affecting user performance that cannot be described
through cognitive traits alone.
Cognitive states and traits can describe a significant portion of a user’s cognitive
process but they are not comprehensive; experience and biases can also affect cogni-
tion. Intuitively, we think of experience and bias separately, but they both describe
learned experiences that can affect behaviour when familiar problems arise, and are
therefore not orthogonal. Although there has been little work about the impact of
experience/bias on interaction with visual analytics systems, previous studies have
shown that learned behavior such as confirmation bias can affect performance and
decision-making [49].
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Taken together, these three dimensions can create a model that encapsulates the
cognitive aspects of individual differences (Fig. 24). Similar to how analyzing state
and trait alone would disregard potential performance gains from expertise, ignoring
any one dimension of the model would also result in an incomplete description of
performance. For example, analyzing only expertise and traits ignores changes that
may be triggered by workload or emotions (cognitive state). Thus, the model is only
complete if all three dimensions are considered. By using ICD3, evaluators can identify
what factors must be controlled in an experiment and which should be included
as independent variables. The community can also begin to evaluate visualizations
using this common platform and be able to better reproduce and extend each other’s
research.
6.2 Background
Evaluation has been an active area of research in visualization in recent years.
Several researchers have worked toward developing standard evaluation methodologies
and secondary measures to evaluate perception and comprehension [60, 78, 99, 100].
In this section, we focus on those that directly report or suggest the use of brain
imaging or individual differences for evaluating visualizations.
Anderson et al. [2] demonstrated the use of EEG to measure the user’s cognitive
load when viewing different boxplot designs. In a position statement presented at
BELIV 2010, Riche [94] proposed the use of multiple physiological measurements
(heart rate, eye gaze, brain imaging, etc.) for evaluating visualizations. At the same
BELIV workshop, Yi [118] proposed studying individual differences when evaluating
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visualizations. Yi argued that understanding how users differ in personality and
cognitive factors is important in evaluating visualizations. In a follow-up research
project, he demonstrated that there is a significant difference between novice and
expert users when using a visualization to solve analytical tasks and pinpoints the
importance of additional research in individual differences in visualization evaluation
[61].
The emergence of this body of research ultimately highlights the need for better
evaluation methods that address the unique needs of visualizations, but there is no
consensus on which methods address these needs. What is clear, however, is that the
field of visualization has yet to identify a systematic and objective way of measuring
individual differences in user analysis of visualizations. We seek to address this by
organizing the existing research into a cohesive structure: the ICD3 model.
6.3 Dimensions of Individual Differences
In this section we discuss each of the three dimensions in the ICD3 model: cognitive
traits, cognitive states, and experience/bias. Figure 24 shows the three dimensions
and how they could be represented graphically. Specifically, we illustrate how the
components of these dimensions affect performance, and tie these to related experi-
ments in visualization.
6.3.1 Cognitive Trait
Cognitive traits such as spatial ability, verbal ability and working memory capacity
vary considerably among individuals and have been demonstrated to affect perception,
learning and reasoning. Consequently, it has been shown that cognitive factors can
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affect a user’s performance when using a visualization. We propose using these factors
to measure the stable traits that make up a user’s basic cognitive profile.
Several studies have demonstrated the effect of basic cognitive abilities on user per-
formance in visualization tasks. For example, Conati and McLaren [27] found that
perceptual speed, the speed at which users compare two figures, correlates with ac-
curacy on an information retrieval task. Another commonly studied cognitive factor
that has been shown to impact interaction in a visualization is spatial ability, and
refers to the ability to reproduce and manipulate spatial configurations in working
memory. Chen and Czerwinski [21] found correlations between spatial ability and
the visual search strategies users employed in a network visualization. Participants
with high spatial ability performed better in search tasks and navigated an interactive
node-link visualization of a citation network more efficiently. Velez et al. [110] tested
the correlation of speed and accuracy with a number of factors related to spatial
ability, including spatial orientation, spatial visualization, visual memory and per-
ceptual speed. These factors affected users’ speed and accuracy in the comprehension
of three-dimensional visualizations, similar to those found in scientific visualization
applications. Similarly, Cohen and Hegarty [26] found that a user’s spatial ability
affects the degree to which interacting with an animated visualization helps when
performing a mental rotation task.
An interesting aspect of these findings is that an individual’s spatial ability not only
affected performance, but also how they approached tasks. If people with varying
cognitive abilities employ different strategies, an evaluation methodology will need to
take these strategies into account to fully understand user behavior.
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Perceptual and spatial abilities are not the only cognitive factors that have been
shown to have an effect. Yi [118] proposed that one must investigate beyond a users’
basic spatial ability to better understand the variability in visualization evaluation.
Many personality factors relevant to visualization use are both reliably measurable
and consistent over a user’s lifetime, making them potential candidates for under-
standing a user’s stable traits. For example, the Five Factor Model, a common model
in personality psychology, categorizes personality traits on five dimensions: extraver-
sion, neuroticism, openness to experience, conscientiousness and agreeableness. Green
and Fisher [42] studied how varying scores on the Five Factor Model as well as locus
of control impacts the way users interact with visualizations. Locus of control [95]
is the degree to which a person feels in control of (internal locus of control) or con-
trolled by (external locus of control) external events. The authors found individuals
with an external locus of control performed better at complex inferential tasks when
they used a visual analytics system than when they used a web-based interface with
a list-like view. The study also revealed a correlation between neuroticism and task
performance. Ziemkiewicz et al. [121] found that users with a more internal locus of
control showed greater difficulty adapting to visual layouts with a strong metaphor
of containment (i.e. a layout with many containers) versus a more traditional list-like
menu.
The results of these studies suggest that cognitive traits may account for some of
the observed individual variability in visualization use. Understanding this variability
will help to improve the generalizability of evaluation findings. Therefore, it seems
prudent to include this in a model of individual differences in user research.
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6.3.2 Cognitive State
Cognitive state refers to the current condition of a person’s mental processes. Un-
like cognitive traits, cognitive state can change from moment to moment during in-
teraction with a visualization, impacting performance, understanding, or retention.
Cognitive load is the most studied cognitive state in visualization evaluation, as it
often has a direct impact on performance. In particular, working memory has been
labelled as an information bottleneck in visualization because it is limited by both size
and duration [70, 75, 87]. When multiple visual elements compete for space, there is a
loss of information and often a decrease in performance. Speed and accuracy regularly
suggest mismatches between visual design and perceptual affordances [15], and dual-
task studies can be designed to evaluate mental demand through performance [73, 80].
Cognitive load theory breaks down this generic concept of workload into three more
narrowly-defined categories [18]. Germane load describes the memory needed to the
process and understand new schemas, intrinsic load refers to the amount of memory
necessary for a given task (and cannot be modified by instructional design), and
extraneous load is determined by the memory needed to absorb information and can
be modified based on presentation. This last category is what researchers typically
refer to when comparing the workload demands between visualizations.
Unfortunately, an increased load on working memory is not always reflected in
behavioral metrics [117], and it is possible for one person to exert significantly more
mental effort than another to achieve the same level of performance in a visualization
[115]. Accordingly, researchers have suggested the integration of performance and
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mental demand during evaluation [51, 81, 117]. Paas and Merrienboer constructed a
two-dimensional model of performance and mental effort to define cognitive efficiency
[81], and Huang et al. tailored the model to visualization evaluation by adding a
third dimension - response time [51]. However, this extra exertion is not necessarily
an indication of poor design. Hullman et al. proposed that “visual difficulties” may
introduce beneficial obstructions that aid information processing and engagement
[52].
Moving away from cognitive load, emotional states triggered by visual imagery or
from other external sources can also impact interaction with a visualization. Bate-
man et al. suggested that emotional responses to “chart-junk” may have favorably
impacted the recall of information [6]. Previous work has shown positive emotional
states to enhance attention regulation, working-memory performance, open-ended
reasoning, creativity, and “big picture” understanding [4, 38, 59, 82, 96]. Conversely,
negative emotional states, such as anxiety, can disrupt visuospatial working memory
[101]. Finally, emotions have a strong link to decision-making and cost-benefit anal-
ysis [7]. Observing these subtle (or not so subtle) nudges to performance is necessary
to fully describe the interaction between a person and a visualization.
These studies represent a small subset of work from the psychology literature that
has addressed cognitive state and performance. For example, cognitive load is an
umbrella term that needs to be narrowed in order to be predictive of performance
(for example, visuospatial working memory v. verbal working memory). Additionally,
the effect of emotional state on visualization performance has been largely unexplored.
Considering these factors will help construct more accurate models of performance in
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visual analytic systems.
6.3.3 Experience and Bias
Whereas cognitive state refers to current mental processes, and cognitive trait to
stable aspects such as personality, neither of these capture how experience and bias
can affect visualization performance. Here we cover a sample of the extensive work
on the effects of experience and bias on cognitive performance from the fields of
psychology and decision science. We then relate them to recent work in visualization
that has begun to explore the role of experience and bias in visualization.
Both experience and biases form through previous interactions with a given prob-
lem, and are often utilized when a similar problem is encountered later on [28, 106].
Although experience and bias could be discussed at length separately, here we discuss
them together, since they are not orthogonal to each other [29]. For instance, while
extensive experience assists with avoiding biases common to novices, experience has
also been shown to introduce biases that novices do not encounter, such as the failure
to appropriately weight information that contradicts previous findings [57].
Experience is associated with the formation of effective reasoning strategies for
given problem types [36, 98], many of which are applicable to reasoning with visu-
alizations. An experiment from Cox et al. [28] explored the relationship between
experience and performance on a hypothetico-deductive task, and found that par-
ticipants who had experience with similar problems were able to utilize previously
formed reasoning strategies on the new task.
Such tasks parallel the hypothesis testing techniques described in Pirolli and Card’s
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sensemaking model [88], which has been utilized widely in the design of visual ana-
lytics systems.
While the effect of experience on cognitive processes has been studied extensively,
there is relatively little work in the visualization community which has explicitly ex-
amined and discussed how differences in experience affects performance in interactive
visualizations [24]. Perhaps the first to address experience directly is Kwon et al.
[24], who identify common roadblocks novice analysts face when using a complex
visual analysis system. Other visualization work has explored experience’s effects on
visualization somewhat indirectly. For instance, Dou et al. [31] explore the how well
novice users were able to infer the reasoning processes of expert analysts based on
a visualization of the experts’ interaction logs. Arias-Hernandez et al. describe pair
analytics [3], an analysis process which pairs one analyst with visualization experience
with another who has experience in the data domain.
Bias refers to a predisposition to behave a certain way for a given task [92, 106].
Similar to experience, there is little work in the visualization community that dis-
cusses the relationship between visual analysis and different types of cognitive biases.
Notably, Zuk and Carpendale [124] discuss bias and uncertainty in depth, focusing on
the many ways in which bias can affect reasoning with uncertain data and how visu-
alization may aid users in debiasing. Another example of debiasing comes from Miller
et al. [76], who describe an experiment in which a system consisting of a statistical
model and corresponding visualization was used to assist users in avoiding regres-
sion bias. Their results showed that the visualization approach outperformed both
no-visualization and algorithmic approaches, supporting the notion that visualization
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and interaction help users manage biases effectively. Ziemkiewicz and Kosara [123]
found that visualizations can be subject to perceptual biases, which can adversely
influence how users recall spatial relationships between visual elements. Many other
types of cognitive biases exist which impact reasoning and task performance [29, 49],
yet the relationships between these and visualization is largely unexplored.
The experiments described here underscore the argument that experience and bias
can significantly influence visualization performance. Since cognitive states and traits
also affect performance, however, it is imperative that we explore the relationship
between these three dimensions.
6.4 Proposing the ICD3 Model
In light of the three dimensions that we have discussed, we believe that a structured
model would be useful in order to describe individual cognitive differences when users
interact with visualizations.
We therefore propose a three dimensional model that is composed of cognitive
traits, cognitive states, and experience/bias - the ICD3 model. In this model, each
orthogonal dimension would represent an individual difference of a user thereby al-
lowing researchers to describe or perhaps even predict a user’s ability to interact with
a visualization, by knowing where that individual lies along the three different axes.
This would allow for not just isolated cognitive factors, but also for the interaction
of the user’s different cognitive abilities.
Figure 25 gives a hypothetical example of a user looking at percentage judgments in
treemaps. The cognitive state in this example is the user’s workload, their cognitive
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Figure 25: An example of how an ICD3 model might be constructed. We map the
interaction of workload, working memory capacity, and experience on performance of
percentage judgments in treemaps. Darker red represents better performance.
trait is their working memory capacity, and their experience/bias is how experienced
they are with treemaps. An ICD3 model would show that if the user is an expert,
has a low workload, and has a high working memory capacity, then they have higher
performance and abilities with percentage judgment in treemaps. Conversely, if the
user is overloaded with work, has a naturally low working memory capacity, and has
no experience of treemaps, then they will be less effective in performing that task.
After defining the visualization, task, and cognitive factors, a set of experiments can
then be run in which participant workload, working memory capacity, and experience
is varied. For each interaction of factors, performance is recorded in the instance at
the appropriate coordinates. Given enough data, we construct a descriptive topology
of performance for a task and visualization.
Unfortunately, the interaction of cognitive facets is ordinarily much more nuanced
than depicted in Figure 25. For the sake of simplicity, we chose working memory
capacity, workload, and experience because their impact on performance is relatively
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straightforward. But in practice, we have little knowledge of how other combinations
of state, trait, and experience/bias influence interaction with a visualization.
For example, some studies have shown that extraverts and introverts perform dif-
ferently when they receive positive or negative feedback about a task, thus modifying
their cognitive state [11]. Introverts tend to perform well when given positive feed-
back and worse when given negative feedback. Reciprocally, extraverts perform worse
than intraverts given positive feedback, but their performance improves under neg-
ative feedback. This exemplifies why it is important to consider the interaction of
state and trait.
However, other studies have suggested that people with an external locus of control
(LOC), which is correlated with extraversion [79], perform better in visualizations
where they have had no previous experience than people with an internal LOC [121].
This demonstrates how trait and experience can interact to influence performance.
Each of these examples provide a two dimensional snapshot of how cognitive di-
mensions can impact performance. But how do we combine the knowledge of these
two studies? How would performance be impacted when an experienced intravert is
given negative feedback, or an inexperienced extravert is given positive reinforcement
during a task? Thus, a key attribute of the ICD3 model is that limiting the scope
of evaluation to any two of the three described dimensions leaves an incomplete and
potentially misleading model of performance:
• Analyzing state and trait without experience ignores performance gains by ex-
pertise
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• Analyzing state and experience without trait ignores interaction differences that
are driven by personality or inherent cognitive strengths (e.g. spatial ability)
• Evaluating experience and trait without state disregards the moment-to-moment
cognitive changes in the user that could be driven by emotion or workload
While instances of the ICD3 model should be constructed for a explicit task and
visualization, we imagine that the interaction of certain cognitive factors will be
generalizable across visual forms (and tasks). In the next section, we explore the
implications of the ICD3 for design.
6.5 Implications for Individual Differences Models
One important advantage of understanding individual users’ cognitive states, traits,
and biases as a cohesive structure is that this opens up the possibility of developing
adaptive, mixed-initiative visualization systems [104]. As noted by Thomas and Cook
in Illuminating the Path [104], an important direction in advancing visual analytics
research is the development of an automated, computational system that can assist a
user in performing analytical tasks. However, with few exceptions, most visualization
systems today are designed in a “one-size-fits-all” fashion without the ability to adapt
to different users’ analytical needs into the design.
There is mounting evidence that successful adaptive systems can significantly im-
prove a user’s ability in performing complex tasks. In the recent work by Solovey et
al. [102], the authors show that with the use of a brain imaging technology (fNIRS)
to detect a user’s cognitive states, the system can adapt the amount of automation
and notably improve the user’s ability in performing a complicated robot navigation
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task. Ziemkiewicz et al. [121] demonstrate that the impact of locus of control (LOC)
on visualization can be significant. When the user is given a hierarchical visualization
that correlates with the user’s LOC, a user’s performance can be improved by up to
52% in task completion time, and 28% in accuracy.
It is clear that adaptive systems offer new possibilities for visualization research and
development, but more work is necessary to model how and when a system should
adapt to a user’s needs. As noted earlier, only emphasizing one or two of the three
proposed dimensions can lead to a system incorrectly assessing the user’s analysis
process and provide the wrong adaption. By examining all three dimensions in a
cohesive fashion, it becomes possible for a system to predict a user’s performance and
realize the potentials of an adaptive, mixed-initiative system as proposed by Thomas
and Cook.
6.6 Developing a Model of Individual Differences
Creating a precise model of individual differences is a daunting task. From the
outside, it can appear that even the slightest deviations between people can influence
performance in a visualization, whether it is as obvious as taking a formal course
in visualization or as subtle as reading emotionally-charged news articles between
analysis tasks. Cognitive states may interact with and manipulate each other - for
example, emotional state has been shown to impact working memory - and people
simultaneously bring many traits and experiences to the table each time they see a
visualization. Furthermore, there are almost certainly cognitive traits, states, and
experiences that impact interaction more than others.
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While we don’t believe that these problems impact the orthogonality of our pro-
posed model, it illuminates the potential dependency of factors within each dimension,
increasing the difficulty of predicting human interaction. We highlight at least two
future areas of research that will be critical to addressing these challenges.
First, discovering new and unobtrusive methods to capture cognitive state, trait,
and experience/bias will ultimately drive research in individual cognitive differences.
For example, recent advances in non-intrusive physiological sensors that detect emo-
tional states, such as the Affectiva Q-Sensor [89], will enable future studies into the
impact of emotional state and visualization performance. In real-world scenarios,
it is unrealistic to expect users to be subjected to numerous forms and intrusive
monitoring equipment. The simple act of filling out personality surveys or applying
brain sensing equipment is enough to potentially modify cognitive state (or introduce
biases) before interaction. It should be a central goal to record as many cognitive
factors as possible, in as little time as possible, with as little disruption as possible.
Second, finding dominant individual cognitive factors both within dimensions and
between dimensions should limit the sheer volume of cognitive tests necessary to de-
scribe interaction. For example, if participants have a low working memory capacity,
their locus of control might not matter given a certain task and a visualization. If
this is true, then having a participant fill out a survey to determine locus of control
may be unnecessary. Similarly, we suspect that a person’s experiences and biases
may impact performance more than many other cognitive traits and states. Thus, if
we know a person is an expert at a simple task, emotional state might be irrelevant.
Identifying these dominant factors should reduce the number of interactions between
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cognitive factors.
The generalizability of cognitive states, cognitive traits, experiences/biases on per-
formance in visualization has yet to be seen. As a result, the ICD3 model takes a
conservative approach by specifying an exact set of cognitive factors and requiring
tests to be performed on a fixed task and fixed visualization. By identifying important
factors or important interactions between factors, we hope to construct new metrics
in the future that are more predictive of interaction with a visualization.
6.7 Summary
We have made initial steps towards a model that captures the various cognitive
aspects that affect visualization performance by dividing them into three dimensions:
cognitive states, cognitive traits, and experience/bias. Furthermore, we have dis-
cussed how each of these dimensions are orthogonal to each other, meaning that
during visualization interaction, a user may exhibit different values for states, traits,
or experience/biases. Each of the dimensions are found to influence cognitive pro-
cesses related to visualization, such as reasoning and perception. The ICD3 model
provides a sample space for experiments involving visualizations, so that we may form
a better understanding of the cognitive underpinnings of visualization.
CHAPTER 7: TOWARDS A MODEL OF EMOTION IN VISUALIZATION
In this chapter, I discuss how emotion relates to existing cognitive and perceptual
models for visualization, and propose a preliminary model for emotion in visualization.
To date, emotion has not been explicitly included in any cognitive models for
visualization. This is not surprising, since much work in the psychology of emotion
is relatively new, largely spurred by Antonio Damasio’s influential book Descartes
Error [30], which was published in 1994. Additionally, emotion is only a part of
the emerging research area of individual cognitive differences in visualization, which
we discussed in chapter 6. Even so, relating the results of this dissertation to well-
established cognitive models in visualization is a necessary step towards establishing
the role of emotion in visualization.
In the following section, I discuss how emotion relates to some of the popular cogni-
tive and perceptual models in visualization, including van Wijk’s visualization model
[109], Green’s human cognition model [44], Pirolli’s sensemaking model [88]. Then,
leveraging these existing models, I propose a preliminary model for emotion in visu-
alization, that will serve as a basis for future experiments examining the relationship
between emotion and visualization.
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7.1 Existing Models in Visualization
One of the most recognized models for visualization is van Wijk’s model, which
focuses on the relationship between the knowledge the visualization can convey to
its user. Van Wijk describes the act of the user interacting with the visualization as
follows (emphasis mine):
The amount of knowledge gained depends on the image, the current knowl-
edge of the user, and the particular properties of the perception and cog-
nition P of the user.
One result of this dissertation is that we now know that emotion relates directly
to the P (perception and cognition of the user during visualization use) in van Wijk’s
model. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 26. Future experiments, however,
should investigate the role of attentional scope in visualization further (which Healey
recently called for in [46]), as well as the role of emotion, visualization, and other
low-level components of perception and cognition, such as working memory.
Van Wijk’s model also accounts for a user leveraging their own knowledge to guide
exploration. Recent work in visualization has shown that cognitive traits such as
locus of control can impact how a user interacts with a visualization [43, 121]. Ad-
ditionally, the experiment described in chapter 5 showed that emotional states such
as frustration and engagement can be inferred from interaction. It seems, then, that
van Wijk’s model could be modified to promote cognitive states and traits as having
a more significant role in how a user interacts with a visualization. In other words,
explicit knowledge is not the only factor that determines how a user interacts with a
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Figure 26: Relating emotion to van Wijk’s visualization model.
visualization, feelings, intuition, and preference also guide interaction.
In contrast to van Wijk’s model, the human cognition model (HCM) proposed by
Green et al. [44] focuses on leveraging existing knowledge and models of higher-
level cognition to create a model of human cognition for interactive visual analytics
tools. Their view of interaction expresses similar concerns as to how van Wijk’s
model displays knowledge as the primary driver of interaction. For example, when
advocating for multiple views visualizations, they state:
Humans themselves do not interact with information in one dimension;
humans are capable of multi-layered processing: perceptual, emotional,
and higher-cognitive.
The HCM authors also cite Wilson and Schooler’s study on introspection and
decision quality, which refers to previous studies involving emotion to help explain
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their results how introspection impacts decision quality [116].
Since the HCM takes a broad view of cognition, it leaves room for the role of
emotion. The HCM also includes existing work from cognitive psychology that takes
emotion into account. Therefore, future work in visualization would benefit from
exploring how emotion in visualization contexts can impact higher level cognitive
factors, such as decision making and creativity.
Finally, we turn our attention to Pirolli’s sensemaking model [88]. Throughout
this influential work, the authors continually emphasize that attention and working
memory are essential to effective hypothesis generation and testing:
Time pressures and data overload work against the individual analysts
ability to rigorously follow effective methods for generating, managing,
and evaluating hypotheses.
It follows that impediments to working memory and attention, such as high cogni-
tive load or negative emotion [22], should be considered when designing visualizations.
7.2 A Model for Emotion in Visualization
In the previous section, I briefly reviewed three well-known cognitive/perceptual
models for visualization, and discussed how emotion relates to each. In this section,
I propose a preliminary model for emotion in visualization, leveraging components of
previous models for visualization and existing studies involving emotion.
Effective visualization use requires both cognitive (high level) and perceptual (low
level) processes. At the same time, many cognitive and perceptual processes have
been shown to be influenced by emotion. Therefore, the components of a model for
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Figure 27: Initial model of emotion in visualization.
emotion in visualization should include elements of cognition and perception that
have been a) explored in the visualization space and b) have empirical evidence as
being influenced by emotion.
High level processes used in visualization, that also have been shown to be impacted
by emotion, include decision-making [44], problem-solving [24], creativity [32], and
learning [19]. Similarly, low level processes involved in visualization include attention,
working memory, and long-term memory [46, 6]. These high level and low level com-
ponents form the right and left of the model in Figure 27, respectively. User-focused
visualization processes, borrowed from van Wijk’s model [109], form the central por-
tion of the model. Finally, several relationships are depicted between elements in the
model: previously established relationships, relationships supported by the results of
this dissertation, and relationships slated for future work.
Attention was identified as one of the primary factors involved in the effect seen in
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chapters 3 and 4: that positive emotion led to better performance on visual judgment
tasks. Therefore, the model shows a link between attention and visualization percep-
tion, illustrating that we now know that emotion plays a role in this relationship.
Links representing future work are drawn between working memory and perception,
as well as cognitive load and perception. This is a natural step from the experiments
described in chapters 3 and 4, since those experiments primarily involved the atten-
tional capacities of the user. At the same time, it is important to note that attention,
working memory, and cognitive load are closely related [101, 46, 2]. Therefore, future
experiments should focus on the relationship between these factors, and how emotion
might play a role in modulating them.
The experiment in chapter 5 showed that changes in user interaction patterns
during a problem solving task were related to periods of frustration or engagement. To
show that emotion also plays a role here, a link is drawn between problem solving and
interaction. Although recent work in visualization has begun to explore the cognitive
factors behind interaction [62] and the role of decision-making in visualization [58],
there is still much work in the problem solving and decision making space (e.g. the
experiments in [116, 107, 92]), that could be adapted to better understand how users
interact with a visualization.
This model is intended to serve as a roadmap, in part by collecting and enumerating
the cognitive and perceptual factors often referenced in visualization research, but
also by illustrating several remaining gaps in our knowledge of how we perceive and
interact with visualizations.
CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION
At the onset of this dissertation, the role of emotion in visualization was unknown.
While psychologists have established that emotion is an essential element of human
cognition and perception, a popular notion persists among scientists that emotion is
an impediment to rational thinking. Yet a steady flow of experiments from psychology
and cognitive science shows that this position is incorrect. On the contrary, emotion
is an inseparable component of reasoning and decision making, and even plays a role
in shaping how we perceive visual information.
In recent years, this revised perspective of emotion and cognition/perception has
emerged in human-computer interaction research, leading to several useful and inter-
esting findings. For instance, a person’s immediate (less than 500 milliseconds) emo-
tional reaction to a webpage is an accurate predictor of whether they will engage with
a website, and how they perceive a website’s usability. Another experiment demon-
strated that simply adding a positively valenced image to an interface led users to
produce more creative solutions to an open-ended problem. In light of these findings,
some scientists are even revisiting older research and interface designs to retroactively
evaluate the influence of emotion (Don Norman’s influential book Emotional Design,
is a prime example of this).
Although progress has been made in reconciling modern emotion research with
human-computer interaction, there are aspects of information visualization that make
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understanding emotion even more important. Consider the role of visual perception
in visualization. In visualization, accurate visual perception is essential. Therefore,
findings in cognitive psychology that show how emotion influences how well we per-
ceive visual information become directly relevant. Visualization systems also often
include a) complex datasets and b) interactive processes designed to support rea-
soning, which make findings about the how emotion influences risk perception and
problem-solving approaches applicable.
Taking these observations about emotion and visualization together, I have taken
initial steps towards establishing the role of emotion in visualization:
To answer the question of whether emotion impacts low-level perception in a visual-
ization setting, I replicated a classic visualization experiment, adapting it to include
emotion priming techniques from psychology research. These experiments showed
that emotion influences even the most basic chart tasks (chapters 3 and 4). In partic-
ular, participants exposed to positive stimuli performed better on visual comparison
tasks across several charts and difficulty levels.
To explore the role of emotion in visualization interaction, I designed the experi-
ment in chapter 5. During this experiment, participants completed several problem-
solving tasks while the system logged their interactions. Afterwards, participants
constructed a timeline of how frustrated/engaged they felt at each point during the
tasks. Using this information, Hidden Markov Models were trained which correctly
inferred a participant’s emotional state from their interaction sequence 70% of the
time.
Given this new information about how cognitive states like emotion can impact
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visualization use, the next chapter situates emotion within the existing body of indi-
vidual differences research in visualization (chapter 6). In particular, a three dimen-
sional model for individual differences was proposed, consisting of cognitive states,
cognitive traits, and experience/bias. How this model can be applied to visualization
research, and implications for evaluation are explored.
Finally, I propose a preliminary model of the role of emotion in visualization (chap-
ter 7). To form this model, several existing cognitive/perceptual models in visualiza-
tion were evaluated, with the best fit (van Wijk’s model) forming the baseline. Next,
the results from my experiments and relevant psychology/cognitive science literature
to form the full model. This model shows several areas of cognition and perception
that are used in visualization, and which of those areas are known to be influenced by
emotion. In doing so, this model provides a roadmap for future experiments exploring
the role of emotion in visualization.
While emotion can play a significant role in many areas where visualization is
used, the area of health risk perception and decision making is one of the most
promising for an immediate application of the results of this dissertation. Every
day, thousands of patients receive positive test results for cancer, but a positive test
result in many cases does not mean that the patient actually has cancer. Facilitating
effective reasoning for Bayesian reasoning problems such as this is an active topic in
the visualization community, yet accuracy rates remain low [74]. One proposed reason
for this challenge is the emotional response to reasoning about cancer, which has been
confirmed by presenting the same numerical problem using a different wording [108].
The results in this dissertation show that emotion impacts how we perceive visual
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data by influencing attention and working memory. Therefore, if we apply this line
of thinking to the cancer test results problem, we will be able to uncover some of the
underlying challenges patients face in Bayesian reasoning tasks.
Emotion is a pervasive element of the human experience. As data becomes more
commonplace in our everyday activities, understanding how emotion shapes our per-
ception of data becomes increasingly important. Though this dissertation has taken
some initial steps in this area, our understanding of the nuances of human cognition
and perception as they relate to data analysis are incomplete and must be explored
further to better understand how to design effective visualizations for people. I hope
the experiments and findings presented here serve as a suitable start towards this
end.
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